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Jor Bangla Temple is an ancient temple located in Bishnupur, West Bengal. It is

one of the top historical places in West Bengal and among the best places to

experience in Bishnupur. Also called Yorubangala, the Jor Bangla Temple in

Bishnupur was built by King Raghunath Singha Dev II in the year 1655 CE. It is

one of the few temples of Bishnupur which is in good condition.

ARCHITECTURAL GEMS OF INDIA

TERRACOTTA WONDER

 
Jor Bangla Temple is an ancient temple located in Bishnupur, West Bengal,

and is famed for its opulent terracotta structure and delicate carvings on the

walls.
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WILD INSIDE

Located in BelHarbour, a small luxury village in Miami, Florida an amazing

interior design is paying tribute to what surrounds it. Sarah Zohar, director of

Sarah Z Designs firm, also based in the city, was responsible for the project and

had as her main goal to tell a story and perfectly capture the client’s

personality. 

The interior combines with the outside, as BelHarbour is a luxurious and

exclusive village, so the project truly expresses the vibe of the surroundings.

Sarah was inspired by the nature that encircles the place, as well as by her love

for science and wildlife, and that is well visible. Examples of that are the pebble

lights, blue shades in fabrics, rugs, and wall-coverings that remind the ocean, as

well as natural stone and nature-shaped pieces.
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WILD INSIDE

Sarah Zohar, interior designer, and director of Sarah Z Designs has designed a

residence in Miami that has all-natural elements with some unique Boca do

Lobo furniture.
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From the Dominican Republic to the world - Andrés Aybar is a designer with

more than eleven years of experience and does not limit himself to a single

design style nor a specific period. With the use of his creative sense, he mixes

different elements and materializes his ideas in order to achieve the best

possible and one-of-a-kind, unique designs. After years working in the area, he

founded his own company, he El Studio Interiors, a firm that is dedicated to

creating unique commercial and residential spaces. The Park Tower West is

the first design project created exclusively by El Studio Store.

 

Designer Andres Aybar, founder of he El Studio Interiors has designed The

Park Tower West with great attention to detail and some very exclusive

designer products from all over the world.
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